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Most is easy but least is hard: Novel determiner learning in 4-year-olds
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Hong Kong Baptist University

Alexis Wellwood (wellwood@usc.edu)
School of Philosophy
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Abstract

Some linguistic features are more readily learned than others,
and are thereby more likely to be maintained in diachronic
language change, giving rise to typological universals. Less
readily learned features may give rise to typological gaps. We
consider an apparent typological gap—that a morphologically
superlative determiner (e.g., gleebest in gleebest of the cows)
with a negative meaning is cross-linguistically unattested—
and ask whether it reflects an underlying learning bias. We
find 4-year-olds know that such determiners indicate quan-
tity (replicating Wellwood, Gagliardi, & Lidz, 2016), but only
when positive (‘most’), but not negative (‘least’). Importantly,
the observed bias is not specific to the apparent typological
gap: same-age children showed difficulty learning the negative
meaning of a non-superlative determiner, though such mean-
ings are attested. The data thus suggest that children are gener-
ally biased against negativity, consistent with much prior work
on conceptual bias and language learning/processing.
Keywords: learning bias; language universals; linguistic ty-
pology; cognitive bias; word learning; determiners

Introduction
Learning is biased––not every logical possibility is equally
considered by learners. In language acquisition, for exam-
ple, Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) word orders are more readily
learned than Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) ones (Tily, Frank, &
Jaeger, 2011; Tabullo et al., 2012); word categories with suf-
fixes are better identified than those with prefixes (St. Clair,
Monaghan, & Ramscar, 2009), and patterns of harmonic
word order are more easily learned than non-harmonic ones1

(Christiansen, 2000; Culbertson & Newport, 2015; Culbert-
son, Smolensky, & Legendre, 2012). Probing such biases can
offer important insights into learnability––how a language
is acquired by learners at a given time, and typology––how
common formal patterns emerge across languages over time.

In fact, a close relationship between linguistic typology
and learnability has long been assumed (Chomsky, 1965;
Hawkins, 2004; Newmeyer, 2005; Tesar & Smolensky,
1998): An easier-to-learn linguistic property is more likely to
be maintained in diachronic change and manifested in more
languages; an unlearnable property is more likely to die out
over time and leave a typological gap. Similarly, a pattern
common to many languages is more likely to be learnable,
and a typological gap might reflect a hard-to-learn property.
Therefore, linguistic typology (universals and gaps) could

1(Non)harmonic word orders refer to the consistency of modifier
positioning relative to head nouns. An example harmonic language
is English, in which adjectival and numeral modifiers both precede
the head nouns (e.g., red car and one car).

provide an important window into the discovery of learning
biases, whether or not they turn out to be specifically linguis-
tic; in turn, the discovery of such biases will advance our un-
derstanding of language acquisition and language change.

In this paper, we explore a potential learning bias in the
context of an apparent typological gap. Negative superlative
determiners are cross-linguistically unattested, i.e., there are
no successful correspondents of (1) involving an element like
least/fewest (Hackl, 2009). This holds despite the fact that
superlative determiners with a positive polarity, like most in
(2), and non-superlative determiners with a negative meaning,
like less in (3), are both grammatical. We ask: Does the typo-
logical gap represented by (1) reflect an underlying learning
bias, and if so, what is its nature? We approach this question
by asking whether a negative superlative determiner (i.e., one
specified [-pos, +supl]) is hard to learn by young children, in
comparison to its positive counterpart ([+pos, +supl] and its
non-superlative counterpart ([-pos, -supl]).

(1) * Least of the cows are by the barn. [-pos, +supl]

(2) Most of the cows are by the barn. [+pos, +supl]

(3) Less of the cows are by the barn. [-pos, -supl]

We put forward 4 hypotheses. The null hypothesis (H0)
states that there is no learning bias with respect to our case
of interest, and an appropriate meaning for (1) is as learnable
as those of (2) and (3). Our experimental hypotheses (H1-
H3), on the other hand, assert the existence of some form
of learning bias. H1 states that it is negativity (i.e., [-pos])
and superlativity (i.e., [+supl]), together, that impose a learn-
ing challenge, such that (1) is hard to learn but both (2) and
(3) are not. H2 states that the learning bias is one specif-
ically against negativity (irrespective of superlativity), such
that both (1) and (3) are hard to learn. H3 specifically biases
against superlativity, rendering (1) and (2) difficult.

With respect to the learnability-typology relation, these
hypotheses have different implications. While H0 im-
plies no such relation, H1 implies a one-to-one direct
correspondence—that is, the learning bias straightforwardly
leads to the observed typological pattern. H2 and H3, how-
ever, are more nuanced: Learnability does not directly map
to typology. Take H2, for example: A bias against negativ-
ity would predict learning difficulties in both (1) and (3), but
over time, only a gap for (1) has developed. This nuance
is actually in line with natural language data: For instance,
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despite their learning challenges, VSO word orders are still
manifested in 9% of the world’s languages (Tily et al., 2011),
and non-harmonic patterns 4% (Culbertson et al., 2012; Cul-
bertson & Newport, 2015). After all, the relation between
typology and learnability is probabilistic rather than absolute.

Between the two nuanced hypotheses (H2 and H3), we
have less confidence in H3, namely, a particular difficulty
with superlativity. Wellwood, Gagliardi, and Lidz (2016)
have observed that English-acquiring 4-year-olds are able to
learn a novel superlative determiner when its polarity is pos-
itive (e.g., when gleebest in gleebest of the cows means the
same as ‘most’). Thus, while we might not expect H3 to be
borne out, it is important to include it for continuity with this
prior research as well as to support a replicability test.

H2’s bias against negativity is in good company. Many
studies have reported that statements with negative meanings
take longer to process (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1971; Clark
& Chase, 1972; Trabasso, Rollins, & Shaughnessy, 1971),
including for sentential negation (e.g., The dots are (not)
red)) but also as a matter of lexical semantics (e.g., quanti-
fiers few/many, prepositions below vs. above, comparative
adjectives shorter vs. longer) (Just & Carpenter, 1971; De-
schamps, Agmon, Loewenstein, & Grodzinsky, 2015; Clark
& Chase, 1972; Tucker, Tomaszewicz, & Wellwood, 2018).
The negativity disadvantage also appears in acquisition. For
many plausible positive and negative pairs, evidence reveals
that the positive member is acquired earlier/more easily than
the negative counterpart, including adjectives (e.g., high/low)
(Barner & Snedeker, 2008; Donaldson & Wales, 1970; Smith
Cooney, & McCord, 1986; Ryalls, 2000; Townsend, 1976;
see Johnston, 1985, for a review), prepositions (e.g., be-
fore/after) (Clark, 1971; Museyibova, 1961; Sokhin, 1971),
and quantifiers (e.g., more/less). Researchers have suggested
that children can treat less as meaning more (e.g., Donaldson
& Balfour, 1968; Donaldson & Wales, 1970; Clark, 1973;
Palermo, 1973, 1974), and Carey (1978) showed children
were similarly biased given a lexically neutral item; e.g.,
given the options of addition and reduction, children tended
to perform addition when asked to “make it so I have tiv tea”.

Despite the bulk of literature on a negativity bias, how it
plays out specifically with respect to the syntactic category
of determiner is not known, nor has any link between its
learnability and the previously reviewed typological pattern
been established. The present study takes up these issues.
In a novel determiner learning task, we examine and com-
pare the learnability of the unattested negative superlative de-
terminer [-pos, +supl], and its aforementioned counterparts,
[+pos, +supl] and [-pos, -supl].

Given our focus on learnability, it is important to clarify
what we will consider to be successful learning. The litera-
ture on word learning highlights as a central challenge that
any word form is compatible with multiple possible mean-
ings (Grimshaw, 1981; Pinker, 1989)—for instance, given a
novel word doke used in a context where an entity performs
an action, the possible meanings minimally include one per-

taining to the salient entity and another to the salient action.
In such cases, learners routinely overcome the challenge by
using heuristics relating the word’s syntactic category and its
semantic category. In the above example, hearing doke as
a noun (e.g., “a doke”) would lead to preference for the en-
tity meaning, while hearing it as a verb (e.g., “it’s doking”)
would support the action meaning (e.g., He & Lidz, 2017; de
Carvalho, He, Lidz, & Christophe, 2019; Imai et al., 2008,
Waxman & Booth, 2001). Following this tradition, we con-
sider successful learning of a determiner to minimally con-
sist in knowing its broad semantic category––that it denotes
quantity––a pattern that robustly holds for natural language
determiners (Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Gajewski, 2002; van
Benthem, 1989).

Our learnability question, therefore, can be operationalized
as follows. For a novel determiner used in a context in which
both a quantity meaning and an alternative non-quantity
meaning are available, will young children entertain quan-
tity–––the target semantic category of determiners–––rather
than the alternative? Importantly here, we should like to know
whether children can do so with respect to the unattested
negative superlative determiner [-pos, +supl], and how pref-
erences here would compare to its two counterparts, [+pos,
+supl] and [-pos, -supl].

As for the alternative meaning, we chose ‘quality’ follow-
ing Wellwood et al. (2016). In that study, in a context where
a salient quantity (e.g., number of cows) and a salient quality
(e.g., degree of the cows’ spottiness) were both available, 4-
year-olds readily entertained the quantity reading and rejected
the quality reading when they heard a novel determiner (e.g.,
gleebest in “Gleebest of the cows are by the barn”), while
the opposite was observed when they heard a novel adjective
(e.g., gleebest in “The gleebest cows are by the barn”). These
results establish that children this age know that determiners
name quantities. However, Wellwood et al. made only pos-
itive meanings available (e.g., ‘more cows’, ‘more spotty’),
so the question of the learnability of determiners of differ-
ent types (i.e., [-pos, +supl], [+pos, +supl], [-pos, -supl]) is
left unaddressed. We take this question up with the current
study. In our novel determiner learning task, we will interpret
children’s preference for quantity over quality as evidence for
successful learning. If, for a particular type of determiner,
children nevertheless preferred a quality reading, that would
be strong evidence for unsuccessful learning.

Current Study

Participants

Thirty-nine English-learning children (range: 48.43-60.03
months; mean: 53.77 months) participated (Condition 1: n
= 14, Condition 2: n = 13, Condition 3: n = 12). Participants
were recruited from the Evanston and Chicago area, and had
at least 80% exposure to English, according to parental report.
None had known developmental delays or disorders.
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Table 1: Structure of Training Trials in Main Experiment

Scene information
Cond. Language Quantity Quality
1
[-pos,
+supl]

Gleebest of the
cows are by the
barn.

Barn cows
are fewer
than field
cows.

Barn cows
are less
spotty than
field cows.

2
[+pos,
+supl]

Gleebest of the
cows are by the
barn.

Barn cows
outnumber
field cows.

Barn cows
are more
spotty than
field cows.

3
[-pos,
-supl]

Gleeb of the cows
are by the barn.

Barn cows
are fewer
than field
cows.

Barn cows
are less
spotty than
field cows.

Design & Stimuli
Children were exposed to sentences containing a novel deter-
miner during Training, and their interpretations were assessed
at Test. Training stimuli varied by condition (between partic-
ipants), and Test stimuli were identical for all.

During Training, the linguistic stimuli were sentences pro-
viding an unambiguous determiner context (i.e., in X of the
Y where Y is a noun, X must be a determiner); and the de-
terminer either had the typical English superlative morpheme
-est attached (i.e., [+supl]) or not (i.e., [-supl]); see (4)-(5).
The visual stimuli were scenes depicting two groups of cows.
A group by the barn, compared to a group in the field, either
had a greater (i.e., [+pos]) number of cows, consistent with a
positive reading (e.g., ‘most’), or fewer number of cows (i.e.,
[-pos]), consistent with a negative reading (e.g., ‘least’).

(4) Gleebest of the cows are by the barn.

(5) Gleeb of the cows are by the barn.

To allow us to assess children’s learning of the novel deter-
miners, in addition to the quantity-based reading (i.e., number
of cows), the extra-linguistic context also made available an
alternative quality-based reading (i.e., degree of spottiness).
Whenever the cows by the barn outnumbered the cows in the
field, it was also true that the barn cows were spottier than
the field cows; similarly, when the barn cows were fewer in
number than the field cows, it was also true that they were
less spotty. In other words, the novel words were always po-
tentially ambiguous. The different combinations of linguistic
and extralinguistic stimuli led to three conditions (Table 1).

Given the potential ambiguity, would children prefer quan-
tity (the target semantics of determiners) over quality, and
would that vary by condition? To evaluate this, at Test we
used unambiguous visual stimuli—the barn cows either ex-
clusively outnumbered the field cows, or were exclusively
spottier than the field cows, but never both.

Picky-puppet game
The above design was wrapped up in a picky-puppet game
where a puppet liked some cards but not others. The puppet’s
preference was introduced during Training and children’s un-
derstanding of the puppet’s preference was assessed at Test.

There were 6 training cards (Figure 1) and 12 test cards (Fig-
ure 2), presented to each child in a pseudo-randomized order.

Figure 1: Training stimuli (6 cards total): barn cows outnum-
ber field cows and are more spotty (L); barn cows are fewer
than field cows and less spotty (R).

Figure 2: Test stimuli (4/12 trials): barn cows outnumber field
cows but less spotty (L); barn cows are fewer than field cows
but more spotty (R).

During Training, children were introduced to a puppet,
Alfred the dragon, and were shown 6 cards displaying two
groups of cows, one at a time. In Condition 1 ([-pos, +supl]),
children first heard a statement about Alfred’s preference:
“Alfred likes the cards where gleebest of the cows are by the
barn, but he wouldn’t tell us what gleebest means.” Then
for each card, they learned whether Alfred liked it or not, and
why. For example, for each card in the right column of Figure
1, they were told that “Alfred likes this card, because gleebest
of the cows are by the barn,” and for each in the left column,
they learned “Alfred doesn’t like this card, because it’s not
true that gleebest of the cows are by the barn.” Compared
to Condition 1, children in Condition 2 ([+pos, +supl]) heard
the same preference statement containing gleebest, but were
shown the opposite like-versus-dislike pattern. Children in
Condition 3 ([-pos, -supl]) were shown the same preference
pattern as in Condition 1, but heard a different preference
statement, one that replaced gleebest with gleeb.

Then, at Test, children saw 12 new cards, identical across
conditions. For each card, children were asked to decide
whether Alfred would like it or not: A question was asked
verbally (e.g., “Do you think Alfred would like this card?”)
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and children were directed to sort each card into one of two
piles, a likes pile indicated by a checkmark and a dislikes pile
indicated by a cross-mark. Recall that during Training, Al-
fred’s preference was consistent with either number of cows
or degree of spottiness; at Test, these two dimensions were pit
against each other, and thus children’s choices would reflect
which interpretation they entertained based on Training. Take
a child in Condition 1 for example: (S)he was trained that Al-
fred liked cards where the barn cows were fewer in number
and less spotty than the field cows. For a test card in the
left column of Figure 2, if (s)he decided that Alfred liked it,
it would suggest (s)he had entertained a quality-based read-
ing and inferred Alfred liked it when the barn cows were less
spotty; if, however, (s)he decided Alfred disliked that card, it
must be because (s)he inferred Alfred liked the barn cows to
be greater in number (the target quantity-based reading).

Measurement & Predictions

As discussed in the Introduction, learnability was opera-
tionalized as the child’s ability to choose the target meaning
over the alternative. Thus, we took as our dependent vari-
able children’s choices at Test. For each test card, we coded a
quantity-based choice (i.e., target) as 1 and a quality-based
choice (i.e., alternative) as 0. With this measurement, we
would like to answer two questions: a) how learnability var-
ied across conditions—in particular, how Condition 1 might
differ from the other two conditions; and b) whether each con-
dition was learnable. Cross-conditional comparison was con-
ducted to address (a), and comparison to chance level (i.e.,
0.5)2 for each condition was conducted to address (b).

Prior work (Wellwood et al., 2016) has shown that chil-
dren in our tested age range know that determiners de-
note quantities, all else equal. Therefore, H0, which as-
serts no learning bias, would predict no cross-conditional dif-
ference and above-chance performance for each condition.
H1 states that a combination of negativity and superlativity
leads to difficulty. Hence it would predict a difference be-
tween Condition 1 ([-pos, +supl]) and each of the other two
conditions—specifically, above-chance performance for Con-
dition 2 ([+pos, +supl]) and Condition 3 ([-pos, -supl]), but
not Condition 1. H2, which asserts a bias against negativ-
ity, irrespective of superlativity, would predict a difference
of Condition 1 from Condition 2, but not from Condition 3,
and specifically, above-chance performance for Condition 2
only. H3, asserting a bias against superlativity, would predict
similar difficulty in Condition 1 and Condition 2, and above-
chance performance for Condition 3 only. See Table 2.

2Wellwood et al. (2016) assessed adults’ attention to the number
of cows vs. their spottiness independent of the linguistic stimuli, and
found that differences in quantity were more salient than differences
in quality. If we assume perceptual salience is constant for adults and
children (a non-trivial assumption), a 0.5 chance level would actu-
ally bias against quantity. If we nonetheless observed below-chance
performance, that would be strong evidence for low learnability.

Table 2: Predictions of Main Experiment

Condition
Hypothesis 1 2 3
H0: no learning bias
H1: bias against negative superlative D ×
H2: bias against negative D × ×
H3: bias against superlative D × ×

Analyses & Results
All statistical analyses were performed in R version 3.6.1,
with the lme4 package (Bates, Sarkar, Bates, & Matrix,
2007). We adopted a significance level of 0.05.

To look for cross-conditional differences, we entered data
(binary variable: 0 vs. 1) from all conditions into a mixed-
effect logistic regression model, with participant and trial as
random factors and age (in months; centered around its mean)
as a continuous predictor. A significant difference between
Condition 1 and Condition 2 was revealed (p = 0.019). But
there was no difference between Condition 1 and Condition
3 (p = 0.91). Although our main interest was in how Con-
dition 1 differed from each of the other two conditions, we
also compared Condition 2 and 3 to gain a fuller picture, and
a significant difference was found (p = 0.016). No age effect
was found (p = 0.78).

To assess the learnability of each condition, we entered
data (binary variable: 0 vs. 1) from each condition into a sep-
arate mixed-effect logistic regression model. We compared
quantity-based responses to chance by evaluating the inter-
cept parameter. Above-chance performance was only found
in Condition 2, (p = 0.0014). The other two conditions both
yielded chance-level performance (Condition 1, p = 0.70;
Condition 3, p = 0.59). An age effect was found only in Con-
dition 2 (p = 0.022), and the positive parameter estimate (i.e.,
0.26) suggested that performance increased with age.

Figure 3 illustrates the aggregated data in each condition,
i.e., taking the data point from each test card of each par-
ticipant (1 or 0), averaging them across all test cards and
then across all participants. The mean aggregated score in
Condition 1 was 0.55 (SD = 0.30), in Condition 2, 0.76
(SD = 0.22), and in Condition 3, 0.53 (SD = 0.21).

Discussion
Results were consistent with H2. Determiners with nega-
tive polarity were hard to learn, whether superlative-marked
(Condition 1) or not (Condition 3). In Condition 2, when the
novel superlative determiner denoted a positive quantity, chil-
dren readily picked up its meaning, and their ability to do so
improved as they grew older. Clearly, learning is biased; in
the present case, the nature of this bias seems to be against
negativity, regardless of superlativity.

A Control Experiment
One could argue that children’s difficulties in the negative
conditions could reflect lack of knowledge of a negative com-
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Figure 3: Results of Main Experiment

Table 3: Structure of Training Trials in Control Experiment

Scene information
Condition Language Quantity Quality
“less” There are less

cows by the barn
than in the field.

Field cows
outnumber
barn cows.

Field cows
spottier than
barn cows.

“more” There are more
cows by the barn
than in the field.

Barn cows
outnumber
farm cows.

Barn cows
spottier than
field cows.

parative (e.g., a word like less). We assessed this possibility
in a control experiment, identical to the main experiment ex-
cept we used only existing English in the training sentences:
instead of a novel word, one condition (“less”) featured There
are less cows by the barn than in the field, and another con-
dition (“more”) featured There are more cows by the barn
than in the field (see Table 3). Twenty-four similar-age chil-
dren participated (12 in each condition; recruited in the Los
Angeles area). Children succeeded in both conditions (ps
< 0.001), and no between-condition difference was found
(p = 0.66) (Figure 4). These results weigh against an ob-
jection based on the distribution of known words.

However, one could maintain that children’s difficulty with
the negative meaning of gleebest arises because sentences
like (1) never appear in their input. Such a consideration,
though, could cast doubt on just about any novel word learn-
ing task: if children fail to learn a new word, that is because
they do not have existing words on which to base the rele-
vant hypotheses. But children at the relevant age do appear to
readily introduce new word meanings into their lexicon. An
underexplored possibility in this vein, then, is that such readi-
ness to accommodate new meanings varies in degree with re-
spect to the open- versus closed-class distinction. We should
like to see this possibility explored in future work.

General Discussion
In a novel-word learning paradigm, we showed that 4-year-
olds readily entertained a quantity reading for a novel deter-

Figure 4: Results of Control Experiment

miner if the learning environment supported a positive read-
ing. This finding successfully replicates Wellwood et al.
(2016), robustly demonstrating children’s knowledge of the
basic semantics of determiners at this stage. Adding to that,
we found that when the context supported a negative quantity
reading, children lost confidence in their understanding and
guessed at chance between the target quantity reading and
an alternative quality reading. We consider these findings to
have important implications in three respects.

First, these findings clearly refute the null hypothesis (H0)
that learning is unbiased. Despite the lay view that bias isn’t
good, language acquisition research has long recognized that
they can facilitate rather than hinder learning. Any finite
linguistic experience is consistent with infinite possibilities,
whether of meanings or structures (Chomsky, 1965; Quine,
1960); without bias, learners would be ‘lost in thought’
(Gleitman, 1990, p.12). Biases are ubiquitous in develop-
ment and manifested in many linguistic domains. For exam-
ple, related to word learning: Meanings for whole objects
are learned earlier than meanings for their parts (Markman,
1990); new words are more readily generalized to entities
with the same shape than with the same texture/color (Lan-
dau, Smith, & Jones, 1998); nouns are hypothesized to la-
bel objects, and verbs events (e.g., Waxman & Booth, 2001;
He & Lidz, 2017; de Carvalho et al., 2019). Children take
determiners to be quantity-denoting (Wellwood et al., 2016)
and conservative in meaning (Hunter & Lidz, 2013; but see
Spenader & de Villiers, 2019). Our findings add more em-
pirical evidence to this literature and highlight another bias
in word learning, one that we observe with determiners but
which likely applies more generally, as we discuss below.

Second, while refuting H0 provides evidence that the ty-
pological gap in (1) reflects some learning bias and so is not
merely coincidental, evaluation of the three experimental hy-
potheses (H1-H3) sheds further light on the finer relation be-
tween typology and learnability. Our results support H2—
that learners are biased against a negative meaning of a deter-
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miner, whether or not it is superlative. This could suggest a
non-absolute mapping between typology and learnability. If
biases are preferences, they would not carve up the learner’s
hypotheses in an all-or-none manner, rather merely point to
some possibilities as more likely. Children may acquire the
meanings/patterns consistent with their learning biases earlier
in development, but eventually they must also acquire those
that are bias-inconsistent but nonetheless alive in their lan-
guage (see, for example, Arunachalam & He, 2018 and He &
Wittenberg, 2020, for discussion on the acquisition of nouns
that apply to events, rather than objects). In other words, de-
spite the negativity bias, children eventually must know that
sentences like (3) ([-pos, -supl]) are grammatical! This con-
curs with Culbertson et al.’s (2012) view that learning biases
are probabilistic, and that even bias-violating structures are
learnable, just less likely to arise.

Typological patterns develop over generations of language
users, and are the products of many factors, not just a single
learning bias. Probabilistic rather than deterministic biases
are, therefore, more likely to result in typological gaps over
time, but not always so. The bias against negativity, after all,
seems to only support a final gap in negative superlative deter-
miners. There must be room for other constraints, potentially
ones specifically imposed by the language faculty. Regard-
less, it seems clear that the same bias may play at least a par-
tial role in explaining other typological gaps––for instance,
languages regularly feature a positive quantifier like all, but
not its conceivable negative counterpart *nall (meaning ‘not
all’); similarly, despite the existence of the positive connec-
tives and and both, *nand (meaning ‘not and’) and *noth
(meaning ‘not both’) are not observed (Horn, 1972). Char-
acterizing these gaps adequately will require careful attention
to the balance between learning biases and other constraints.

Last but not least, our findings are consistent with a long-
recognized bias in language processing and language acquisi-
tion between positive-negative pairs. In many cases, the neg-
ative element of a pair is slower to process and later to acquire
(see Introduction). We showed that upon hearing Gleeb(est)
of the cows are by the barn, children readily entertained the
positive meaning—larger in number—but not the negative
one. We speculate, along the lines of traditional explanations
(e.g., Clark & Chase, 1972), that this is so because the posi-
tive meaning is default, and computing the negative meaning
involves a further step. In the case of explicit negation (e.g.,
This is not my book), this second step of negating the positive
is quite explicit, and is costly (e.g., Wason, 1959; Clark &
Chase, 1972). In the implicit case, where the negative mean-
ing is part of a lexical item (e.g., few), computation of the
meaning of such an already-acquired word might be more or
less autonomous, but still involve a cost (e.g., Just & Carpen-
ter, 1971; Deschamps et al., 2015). Before the meaning of
a given item is acquired, then, the challenge would manifest
as decreased learnability. Our study measured learnability by
its outcome—whether a target meaning is learned or not. An-
other way of measuring learnability would be to evaluate the

process of learning—for example, how many training trials it
takes for a particular meaning to be successfully learned. Fu-
ture work might explore this, and would potentially serve as
a more direct index for the computational steps involved.

A deeper question regarding the negativity bias is: What
makes a word/phrase positive or negative? It has been sug-
gested that the way our linguistic systems encode content
is closely related to our perceptual encodings (see Clark &
Chase, 1972). For instance, in front counts as positive as it
describes the visible perceptual field, whereas behind is neg-
ative in describing the area out of sight (Clark, 1971; Leech,
1970); high is positive because height is usually measured as
distance upward from the ground and high implies a greater
degree of such distance, whereas low implies less (Vendler,
1967; Clark, 1969; Clark & Chase, 1972, Givon, 1970). If
so, we may expect the scope of the bias to extend beyond lan-
guage. In fact, Tucker et al. (2018) provide evidence that the
same bias is evident in mathematics, with the common un-
derlying mechanism being an additional computational step
involved in computing the negative from the positive (but see
Deschamps et al., 2015, for a different argument). To better
understand this issue, more studies examining potential per-
ceptual asymmetries absent in natural language are called for.

Another issue to be elaborated in future work is the devel-
opment from a broad category of determiners to, for example,
the English word most. Past work has shown that this word
is not acquired until 5-7 years of age (e.g., Barner, Chow,
& Yang, 2009; Katsos et al., 2016; Papafragou & Schwarz,
2006; Suillivan, Bale, & Barner, 2018; but see Halberda,
Taing, & Lidz, 2008, for evidence of earlier acquisition), yet
our findings demonstrated at least that a superlative-marked,
novel determiner was readily acquired with a few exposures
(in the positive polarity; replicating Wellwood et al., 2016).
To be sure, what children succeeded in here was in recog-
nizing that gleebest was a determiner, and associating it with
its target semantic category, quantity. From this knowledge
to a complete comprehension of the actual word most, there
are additional steps to take––for instance, most might involve
knowledge of comparison between a subset and superset, not
tested in the current study. The developmental trajectory be-
tween knowledge of the broad semantic category and a full-
blown semantics for most calls for further specification.

To summarize, learning proceeds with biases. These bi-
ases, likely shaped by the processes by which humans rep-
resent and reason about the world, shape not only the trajec-
tories of our language development as children but also the
typological patterns we can observe across the world’s lan-
guages. We find evidence for this not only in preschooler’s
acquisition of familiar categories like nouns and verbs, but
also in that of novel determiners, as in the current study.
Determiner most is easy, but determiner least is hard—
explaining why that should be so requires careful attention
not only to a bias that plausibly stems from general proper-
ties of human cognition, but also to how language packages
extralinguistic cognitive information.
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